
Drummond offers PCI Continuous Compliance Services to help you stay 
ahead of current and pending PCI DSS compliance. With this service, 
we help you and your staff drive a culture of compliance, 
with security and regulations at the forefront.

PCI Continuous
Compliance Service 

Your trusted partner for PCI Compliance and Cybersecurity  

We are ready to help you incorporate continuous security and compliance practices into 
your organization and culture. Experience our team of highly skilled experts ready to 
collaborate with you and your team. Increase trust, gain expertise, and experience our 
unique approach and attention to detail as we partner with you to achieve compliance, 
application conformance and protect your business with advanced cybersecurity practices.  

Achieve PCI compliance 
and protect what matters most

Are you ready to stay ahead of the compliance game – to take a new approach to Payment Card Industry (PCI) 
Compliance? Drummond’s Continuous Compliance Service helps you gain peace of mind as we work together with 
you to ensure your PCI compliance program meets all the necessary PCI requirements. Drummond’s team of highly 
skilled experts help you protect payment card data and ensure compliance. As one of the longest running PCI 
compliance practices having conducted over 280 assessments delivering repeated success, we are one of the longest 
standing Qualified Security Assessor (QSA) companies in the industry. 

Drummond’s Continuous Compliance Service helps in planning, developing, managing, maintaining, and 
assessing PCI compliance throughout the calendar year. Annual PCI assessments are often very disruptive to business 
operations due to the amount of effort and human hours required to prepare and address issues and non-compliant 
findings. In order to minimize business interruptions and associated ‘fire drills’ often created during annual PCI 
assessments; we offer Drummond’s Continuous Compliance approach to assist with PCI compliance. Drummond QSAs will 
provide subject matter expertise in consultation, implementation, and assessment of the cardholder data environment.

The program includes monthly, quarterly, semi-annual, and annual validation touch points to ensure 
that your organization addresses all requirements and maintains PCI compliance throughout the year. This service will 
reduce the number of open items requiring remediation and ensure that you organization is prepared for its 
annual assessment. Drummond’s Continuous Compliance Service offers subject matter expertise, 
guidance, and recommendations for meeting PCI or PA-DSS compliance. Drummond QSAs will work with you to 
understand the environment and identify what is in PCI scope. From there, QSAs can make recommendations on 
scope reduction, counsel on policy and procedure requirements, make recommendations on how to implement 
technology in a compliant manner, and guide on personnel and process compliance matters.

Experience our team of highly skilled experts ready to collaborate with you and your team. With our proven expertise and 
methodologies, we ensure personal engagement and dedication to your long-term success. 

To get started, please visit: www.drummondgroup.com or contact us at sales@drummondgroup.com




